Negative index of refraction, perfect lenses and transformation optics – some words of caution.
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From: U. Leonhardt et al., arXiv:1007.0078v2, 2010
Overview: ’Negative refractive index $\neq$ Folding of space’.

- Review why negative index (left) is often compared to folding of space (right) – \underline{wrongly} so.
- Use \underline{conventional} transformation optics consistently $\Rightarrow$ ’negative index $\neq$ folding of space’.
- Folding gives no \underline{perfect} lensing, as it introduces an extra source, rather than amplifying evanescent fields.
- Other ways to get a negative index do work, but is it really \underline{worth} it?
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- Coord. change: $\gamma' = \Lambda^T \cdot \gamma \cdot \Lambda$, for a Jacobian matrix $\Lambda$.
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- Using the master formula: $\epsilon^{ij} = \epsilon_0 \left[ \frac{\det(\bar{\gamma}^{ij})}{\det(\gamma^{ij})} \right]^{-\frac{1}{2}} \bar{\gamma}^{ij}$
- Immediately: $\epsilon = \epsilon_0$ and $\mu = \mu_0$.
- A folding transformation on vacuum does nothing!
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\[
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\[\text{⋄ Simple, but true: E.J. Post, North Holland, 1962.}\]

\[\text{⋄ Cf. Cartan’s "twist": F.W. Hehl, Birkhäuser, 2003.}\]
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'Folding’ argument gives no perfect lens!

◊ Compare: ’Fold’ lens (left) with ’Pendry’ lens (right).
  • ’Fold’ lens \(\Rightarrow\) \textbf{Source+Sink+Source}
  • ’Pendry’ lens \(\Rightarrow\) Amplify evanescent field.

◊ Similar result can be obtained with traditional tools:

◊ The middle “active sink”? A carefully phased source...
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- **Perfect tr. optics image:** Leonhardt, NJP, 11, 2009.
- **Based on active sink:** Blaikie, NJP, 12, 2010.
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Conclusions.

- Negative index often thought as a folding of space.
- **But** with this approach:
  - Rigorously, $\epsilon < 0$ and $\mu < 0$ are **not** obtained.
  - Perfect lensing does **not** occur, rather...
  - Carelessness generates extra sources/sinks.
- So... **do not** argue in terms of 'folding'!
- Other transformations work: but no real advantage.
- Further information:
  - Luzi Bergamin and Alberto Favaro, arXiv:1001.4655
  - And, of course, the EMTS proceedings!
Thank-you!